Phish Free
Office 365 | Exchange | G-Suite

INKY is a cloud-based email security solution that blocks spam, malware, and — most
importantly — phishing attacks. Utilizing computer vision, artificial intelligence, and machine
learning INKY catches everything. Driven, curious, mobile, and growing smarter by the
subject line, INKY adds a thin—but powerful— layer of protection like no other.

PROTECT AND TRAIN

DEPLOY EFFORTLESSLY

Warning banners appear directly
in the email, offering guidance
for suspicious emails.

Integrates into Office 365
organization-wide within
minutes, Exchange, and G Suite
compatible.

USER-FRIENDLY WARNINGS

SIMPLE TO ADMINISTRATE

Safe/Unusual/Malicious
warnings let users know how to
safely treat the email.

Our advanced dashboard gives
you complete visibility, tracking
into threats being blocked.

“Email phishing
is still the
world’s biggest
cybersecurity
threat. INKY’s
next-generation
solution is easy
to administer but
catches phishing
attempts that
other solutions
miss.”

INKY Is The Next Generation of Email Protection

- CEO of a major
manufacturing
organization

The challenge of phishing is daunting, we want the solution to appear simple. From the classifier model that powers INKY’s
machine learning to the elegantly intuitive design of the banner, everything we do is designed to orient and empower our users.

✓✓ All incoming mail is automatically checked against over two dozen computer vision
and text analysis models that “see” the message much like a person would — so
even very convincing forgeries get blocked.

✓✓ Protects against both spear phishing and brand forgery attacks.
✓✓ Deploys organization-wide in 1-2 hours.
✓✓ Works with any mail client, on any

Banners offer guidance.

device.

✓✓ “Report Phish” link in the mail sends
the mail to your SOC.

✓✓ HTML sanitization blocks XSS,
JavaScript, CSS attacks

✓✓ Real-time analysis engine does not
Email is protected on
desktop and mobile.

slow down mail delivery.

INKY is the new solution in the war against phishing and the smartest
investment you can make in the security of your organization.

www.inky.com

